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Q. “What is meant by the term,

   “going green”?

Q. “Have people become more aware of sustainable solutions 
through graphic design on products, in marketing and media?”

Q. Are they applying what they now know to their lives? Are they 
making changes? Do they believe green solutions’ claims?
(Is the green campaign effectively delivering it’s message?

Q. How can the messages/information be improved to increase 
public awareness of ways to minimize our negative impact on 
the environment?

Research intentions &
objectives



add sunshine and water, and a plant 
will make it’s own food. 

we see the evidence that this process 
occurs— the leaves turn green. 

and nowledge inspires

“greening” is 
a process...

information breeds knowledge. 

change.

Q. “What is meant by the term,

   “going green”?

metaphorically speaking,



Scholarly context
2.Fitting into current

Professor
Victor Margolin, expert on History of Design 

Fitting in the Art&
 Design 

context

My Inspiration:



calls for a new type of designer—

the “Citizen   
 Designer”

Professor
Victor Margolin, expert on History of Design 

My Inspiration:



Fitting in the Art&
 Design 

contextProfessional market
2.Fitting into current



Professional market
2.Fitting into current

Paper made from stone, not trees!



Professional market
2.Fitting into current

LEED leadership in energy 
and environmental design

Also, you’ll be hearing  “We follow compliance 
to a chain of custody”more often.



Professional market
2.Fitting into current

AIGA 
CENTER FOR SUSTAINABILITY
http://sustainability.aiga.org/



Fitting in the Art&
 Design 

contextmass media
2.Fitting into current



mass media & art
2.Fitting into current



London poster campaign

Daily reminders of what youcan do...





Chicago Humanities Festival, 2007

Jewel Food Store 
shopping bag, $1.00 ea.



Reduce
Re-use
Recycle



 self documentation,
interviews,  
 observations

3.Research methods&
 evidence



 Self Documentation
3.Research methods & evidence



Observations
3.Research methods & evidence

Oak Park Farmer’s Market
Whole Food’s 
Aldi
Jewel 



Interviews 
3.Research methods & evidence



 
4.If I could continue my research what would I do?



Where might 
this path of 
research lead me?

1. I would continue to interview 
a broad base of peaple (age, sex, 
class, demographics) to better 
reflect what kind of changes the 
“green”design campaign is hav-
ing on individual’s habits and to 
find out how and if people are 
making necessary changes?

2. Conducting more observa-
tion-style interviews showing 
examples of design for an indi-
vidual to rate effectiveness, beliv-
ability, and preference for style 
would help information desig



The only path to 
followis 

 a path 
with

 heart.



My Qualifications  

for conducting
this research...



I care.



“What kind of an account shall we be able to give 
to those who come after us of our dealings with the 
earth, which our forefathers handed down to us still 
beautiful, in spite of all the thousands of years of 
strife and carelessness and shelfishness.” 
             William Morris



This research is my contribution to the future of 
art and design as well as humanity.

thank you.




